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Feature/Function Completed COMPLETED

Siderails

1. Demonstrate brake off audible indicator

2. Identify two different ways a patient can move themselves up in bed

3. Demonstrate use of the care grip positioning handles

4. Identify trend angle indicator

5. Demonstrate the integrated line managers

6. Demonstrate use of patient storage

Controls

7. Demonstrate head up/down

8. Demonstrate SlideGuard® mechanism from patient siderail

9. Demonstrate knee up/down

10. Demonstrate high/low

11. Demonstrate Trendelenburg in a stat situation and how to get bed back in normal position

12. Demonstrate use of enable key

13. Demonstrate use of the bed exit system

14. Demonstrate electric vascular foot mechanism

15. Identify “Bed Not Down” indicators

16. Demonstrate select control on patient pendant 

17. Demonstrate use of volume up/down on pendant

18. Demonstrate use of siderail lockout controls

19. Demonstrate chair position

20. Identify battery backup and how to activate it

21. Demonstrate SafeView® alerts (optional feature) 

22. Discuss location of digital head-of-bed angle indicator (optional feature)

23. Demonstrate 30º head-of-bed alarm

Scale

24. Identify how to zero the scale

25. Identify what the scale should be zeroed with (per hospital protocol)

26. Demonstrate how to turn scale on/off

27. Demonstrate how to properly weigh a patient

28. Demonstrate how to add or remove items from the bed

29. Demonstrate how to change from lbs to kgs
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Patient Position Monitor (Bed Exit System)

30. Demonstrate on/off of PPM bed exit system

31. Demonstrate volume change on bed exit (scale version)

32. Demonstrate tone change on bed exit (scale version)

33. Demonstrate how to set each mode of bed exit

34. Demonstrate how to reset bed exit system

35. Demonstrate how to turn off bed exit alarm

Other

36. Demonstrate headboard removal

37. Demonstrate utilizing the headboard for CPR

38. Demonstrate IV pole placement

39. Identify restraint strap holders

40. Discuss traction

41. Demonstrate moving/steering bed

42. Demonstrate patient ingress/egress

43. Demonstrate bed cleaning

44. Demonstrate use of brake, neutral and steer functions

45. Demonstrate use of CPR release

46. Demonstrate bed extender

47. Demonstrate IntelliDrive® powered transport (optional feature)


